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ZOOM IN ON ILE-DE-FRANCE 

12 012 km2 of which 105 km2 for Paris / 8 administrative 

departments 

12 million inhabitants (18% of the population of France mainland) 

of which : 

• 26% of young people under 19 years (24% for France 

mainland) 

• 29% of 20-39 years (25% for France mainland) 
• 12% of 60-74 years (15% for France mainland) 

 

33% of managers work in Ile de France 

22% of universities are based in Ile de France 

25% of engineering schools (not including universities) 

20% of business schools 

GDP represents 31% of national wealth, nearly 4% of the 

European Union (before the great London and Lombardy) 

But strong territorial inequalities 



FEW FIGURES ON THE LABOUR MARKET 

6,080,499 individuals work in Ile-de-France (26,366,030 

nationwide) including 4,339,667 employees 

 
Breakdown of employment by major sectors 

 

Agriculture 0.2% (2.5% for France mainland) 

 
Industry 7.7% (12.5% for France mainland) 

 

Construction 5.1% (6.4% for France mainland) 

 

Service industry 61.2% (47.6% for France mainland) 
 

Non-market service sector including Public Service 25.9% (31% 

for France mainland) 

 
 



FEW FIGURES ON THE LABOUR MARKET 

Paris and the Hauts de Seine (Paris and West) gather more 
than 50% of the salaried workforce of Ile de France : 
2,175,187 employees. 
 
Close to 20% of the salaried workforce work in companies 

of less than 10 employees. 
 
Close to 12% of salaried workforce work in companies of 
1000 or more employees. 
 
Few midsize companies (500 to 999 employees): 8.7% 
 
10 to 14% are small and medium companies 



FEW FIGURES ON THE LABOUR MARKET 

Unemployment rate in 1st quarter 2015 
• 8.8% for Ile de France 

• 10% for France mainland 
• With differences among territories (examples) 

Two departments at higher rate than the national one - 
Seine Saint Denis (13.1%) and Val d'Oise (10.1%) - North 
/ East of Paris) 
Paris 8.2% 
Yvelines 7, 2% 
 

At the end of August : 956,720 jobseekers (Jobless people 
+ persons with reduced professional activities   ) 
 
In one year, the increase amounts to + 6.0% in Ile-de-

France and + 6.7% in France mainland. 



FEW FIGURES ON THE LABOUR MARKET 

Progression of the number of Jobseekers (Jobless people + 

persons with reduced professional activities)  



FEW FIGURES ON THE LABOUR MARKET 



PRIORITY SECTORS AND FIELDS 

Strategic Fields / Sectors : 
Aircraft construction ; Automobile industry ; Eco industry ;  

Industries and Technologies in Health; Creative industry;  
Information technology, communication, digital. 
 
Priority sectors : 
food-processing industries ; Logistic transport; Building 
public works ( Grand Paris ) ; People care ; Social and 
solidary economy .  
 
Sectors where sharp increase of employment forecast by 
2025 : 
digital ; tourism; Aerospace; Eco-activities; Dependency and 
People care 
 



CLUSTERS 



National Interprofessional Agreements 

(NIA) 

Faced with the crisis, the CFDT has been heavily involved in 
interprofessional negotiations with the goal of strengthening 
social dialogue and secure the employees’ career path. 
 
 Agreements on the modernization of social dialogue in 

2007  
 Agreements on trade union representation in 2008  
 Agreements on Securing employment in January 2013  

 Agreement on quality of work life and  professional 
equality in June 2013 

  Agreement on vocational training in December 2013  
 Agreement on unemployment insurance in March 2014 

 
 

 
 



CFDT’s Stance and Actions  

 
For the CFDT, business competitiveness relies on quality 
jobs. 
 
Raise employees competence, allow them to be actors of 
their careers in the company or through professional 
transition  

 
Actions : raise awareness, inform, educate, support union 
teams 
 
News : Stores’ opening on Sundays and evenings in the 
trade sector 
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CFDT has signed 4 NIA « Youth » in 2011 as well as various 

amendments that have allowed an extension until 1st July 2015. 
 

• support for young job seekers in their access to 
employment  

o Three phases: diagnosis / support / coaching in a professional 

situation 

o A globally positive record : as such, the Local Missions recorded 

82,064 entries into the plan and 10 358 young people who 

completed the last phase, 87% of which were redirected 

towards employment or training.  

o One slight difference : the young people leaving the system in 

phase 1 and 2 are not necessarily employed ... 

 
• Assisting young people in their access to housing 
• Alternated education – internship 
• Job retention 
 

NATIONAL INTERPROFESSIONAL AGREEMENTS FOR YOUTH IN 2011 



Backed by the CFDT and negotiated on 19th October 2012 within 

the framework of a national inter-professional agreement, the 
generation contract allows the recruitment of a youth and 
retaining a senior in his employment (the handover of a 

company is also possible). 
 

It’s an intergenerational cooperation system 

 

Key points to remember: 
 
• It replaces the Senior agreements  

• Company with more than 50 employees : agreement or action plan 

• Company employing between 50 to 300 employees : financial 

assistance (4 000 Euros a year, 8 000 in case of a twin recruitment of a 

Youth and a Senior) 

• Diagnosis (+300) and figures for targets  

• A recommended integrated approach : taking into account  disability, 

Work Force Planning, tutoring and youth integration in the company 

GENERATION CONTRACT 



« JOBS FOR THE FUTURE » 

The “jobs for the future” are intended to help young people, far removed 
from employment, due to their low skills or geographical origin, to access 

to a sustainable professional integration. It is a measure taken by the 

government (and thus not from a NIA)  targeting primarily the non-profit 

sector. 

 

The beneficiary must be aged between 16 and 25 years old (under 30 if 

disabled), unemployed, and meet at least one of the specific conditions. 

 

Local missions (“Cap Emploi” for the disabled) are responsible for the 
implementation of the “jobs for the future”. They provide information and 
put in relation young employment seekers and employers wishing to recruit 

a “Job for the future” ensuring the adequacy of candidate profiles and 
offered positions. 

  

Training actions are implemented by the employer, primarily organized 

during working hours. The assistance for the “Jobs for the future” is 
granted to the employer for a period of one to three years. 



The guarantee aims to assist young early school leavers aged 

18 to 25 years and in a precarious situation. It is part of the 

European plan " Youth Guarantee ". The term NEET ( Neither in 

employment nor in education or in training ) is also used to 

describe the target audience of the youth guarantee. 
  

It consists of a double guarantee : 
 access to first work experiences. The Guarantee allows 

increased periods of employment or training to the young 

beneficiary so as he could progressively build a professional 

project ; 

 the award of an allowance ( RSA ) to help with this support . 

 

Local agencies provide the enhanced support of young 
beneficiaries of the Youth Guarantee Plan.  

YOUTH GARANTEE (1/2) 



In addition to the 10 pilot areas chosen for the experiment youth 

guarantee, several new territories will be open to experimentation 

before possible generalization at the end of the experimental 
period. 
 
The CFDT obtained during the large social conference on 7 and 8 

July 2014, the rise of the Youth guarantee to reach 50,000 
beneficiaries in 2015, and up to 100 000 in 2017. 

  

The Youth guarantee is one of the French measures that 

contributes to the implementation of the European Youth 

Guarantee. It is financed partly by the state and partly by the 
European Union (European Social Fund + budget line for youth 

employment) under the European Initiative for Youth. As such € 75 
million will finance the youth guarantee until 2015. 

YOUTH GARANTEE (2/2) 



CFDT’s CLAIMS : 
FIRST ASSESSMENT 

Extend and reinforce negotiated 

measures with INA « Youth »  

INA extended until July 2015 extended until July 

2015 but no new negotiations scheduled 

Continue the development of the 

“Jobs for the future”  

Opening the market sectors (conditional); slightly 

more than one in 10  permanent contract recruited 

and nearly 1 in 2 recruited for 3 years 

Negotiate intergenerational 

agreements 

7150 texts were signed (collective agreements, 

mostly concluded by large companies, representing 

only 51% of signatures); 13 sector agreements; 

33,000 contracts (end of 2014) 

Eliminate conditions which restrict 
access to under 25 at RSA 

Implementation of the youth guarantee (the amount of 
which is modeled on the RSA) to dropouts; 

experimental phase at present 

Take action in the company for a 

responsible use of internships 

CFDT Requests Today inventory opinion 

Decree of 27 November 2014 (cf. appendix) 

Develop quality alternated 

education (implementation of a web 

scholarship; an apprentice status) 

Framework for boosting the apprenticeship 

announced by the Government 

Career fairs organized by the 
interprofessional 
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CFDT’s action in favour of migrant workers 

 The CFDT IDF has set up an interdepartmental 

working force 

 Support within the framework of the circular " Valls " 

of November 2012  

 

 Two starting points :  

 Aimed at departmental and / or regional trade unions 

; guidance and assistance in the compilation of files, 

meetings with the teams to explain the subject. 

 Aimed at members of the CFDT union, compiling 

files, support and monitoring. 

 i.e. support of the CFDT Paris undocumented 

workers in obtaining  their regular resident permit an 

work permit. 
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APPENDIX 1 : DECREE OF 27 NOVEMBER 2014 
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APPENDIX 2 : YOUNG EMPLOYEE GUIDE 2013 

TO DOWNLOAD…. 

https://ile-de-france.cfdt.fr/upload/docs/application/pdf/2015-03/guide_la_cfdt_au_service_des_jeunes.pdf

